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Empire 6x10 Promo "Cold Cold Man" (HD) Fall Finale

Empire 6x10 "Cold Cold Man" Season 6 Episode 10 Promo (Fall Finale) - Cookie becomes frustrated with Lucious, who is struggling to accept that their relationship is over. Upon being shut out of the ASA nominations, the women of Bossy choose Melody to take their performance slot at the ASAs, causing Tiana to question all of her decisions over the past few months. Meanwhile, Teri confronts Andre over his lies and elsewhere, an emotional confrontation ends with a bang... or two in the all-new “Cold Cold Man” fall finale episode of EMPIRE airing Tuesday, December 17th on FOX. Subscribe to tvpromosdb on Youtube for more Empire season 6 promos in HD!



Empire official website: https://www.fox.com/empire

Watch more Empire Season 6 videos: https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLfrisy2KXzkcC3cpGZz47mXgSLmI5g0mX

Like Empire on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/EmpireFOX

Follow Empire on Twitter: https://twitter.com/EmpireFOX

Follow Empire on Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/empirefox



Empire 6x10 Promo/Preview "Cold Cold Man" (Fall Finale)

Empire Season 6 Episode 10 Promo

Empire Season 6 Fall Finale Promo

Empire 6x10 Promo "Cold Cold Man" (HD) Fall Finale



#Empire



» Watch Empire Tuesdays at 9:00pm on FOX

» Starring: Terrence Howard, Taraji P. Henson, Gabourey Sidibe



Contribute subtitle translations for this video: https://www.youtube.com/timedtext_video?v=ntY_CcTo6mg
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TV Guide
Choose per series where you want be kept informed of. For instance new episodes or start of a new season.


Discover series

Looking for new series? There must be one among the more than 21.300 series. And otherwise the community of 503.000 members can assist you.


Everything about TV-series
We have all the information about your favorite TV series. From the latest news or reviews till a list of the episodes.
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